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TIMESTORM 
Episode 3:  
"Atabey" 

SCENE 0 - THE VENTURA HOME. BENI'S ROOM. 
SOUND:  VACCUM FX. 
SOUND: PURPLE BAROMETER FX. 

ALEXA: 
Beni! 

BENI: 
It's purple! 

FLASHBACK FROM EPISODE 1, SCENE 2: 

HORACIO: 
Beni, press that knob. 

FLASHBACK ENDS. 

SOUND: DRAMATIC THUNDERCLAP. 
SOUND: RAIN AND BAROMETER - CUT. 
SOUND: PORTAL FX INTO VACUUM FX - CONTINUE INTO NEXT SCENE. 

ALEXA/BENI: 
(yelling as they go through portal, landing in: 

THE TIMESTORM. A HELICOPTER CABIN. 
SOUND: PORTAL FX. 
SOUND:  HELICOPTER CABIN INTERIOR - ESTABLISH; CONTINUE UNDER. 
SOUND:  HORACIO HOPS DOWN METAL STEPS ONTO THE CABIN FLOOR. 

ALEXA/BENI: 
(laughing) 

HORACIO: 
Hola, mis primos. Welcome back. 

BENI: 
So, that portal trip is always going to tickle, huh? 

SOUND:  HOLOGRAM ZAP; AND THEN 
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SOUND: HOLOGRAM BUZZ - ESTABLISH; CONTINUE UNDER. 

ALEXA: 
(startled) 

What the heck? 

SOUND:  BENI AND ALEXA RUN UP THE STEPS. 

BENI: 
Whoa! Hologram in the windshield! 

ALEXA: 
Of course there's a hologram in the windshield. 

SOUND: HOLOGRAM BUZZ - CUT. 

TRANSITION INTO: 

MUSIC: THEME SONG - "IN THE TIMESTORM" 
 
Witness. Find. Remember. 
 
The hidden past seeks its dawn, 
showing us that we all belong. 
Horacio, Alexa, and Beni 
take back time, find history 
in the timestorm. 
 
Witness. Find. Remember. 

MUSIC: THEME SONG "IN THE TIMESTORM" ENDS. 
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SCENE 1 - THE TIMESTORM. A HELICOPTER CABIN. 
 
MUSIC: "TIMESTORM TRANSITION" WITH HELICOPTER FLY-BY. 
SOUND:  HELICOPTER CABIN INTERIOR - CONTINUE UNDER. 
SOUND:  HOLOGRAM BUZZ - CONTINUE UNDER. 
SOUND:  (VIA HOLOGRAM) CROWD CHEERS AT A BASEBALL GAME. 

BENI: 
It's like a private movie theatre. 

HORACIO: 
Grab a seat. 

SOUND: ALEXA AND BENI SIT IN THE PILOT SEATS. 
SOUND: (VIA HOLOGRAM) CHEERING. 

SPORTS COMMENTATOR: 
(via hologram) 

This could be a big one for Bobby. Sure has got the crowd behind him. 

ALEXA: 
You sit here and watch whatever you want? 

HORACIO: 
I don't control the transmissions. 

SOUND:  (VIA HOLOGRAM) CRACK OF A BAT, BALL HIT; MORE CHEERING. 

SPORTS COMMENTATOR: 
(via hologram) 

Bobby hits it into left-center field! That's the one! 

BENI: 
Hey! This is Roberto Clemente's three-thousandth hit. 

ALEXA: 
His final one. Pa made us watch this on YouTube. 

SPORTS COMMENTATOR: 
(via hologram) 

And it's a double! Everyone's on their feet for Roberto! 

SOUND: (VIA HOLOGRAM) CHEERING INTENSIFIES. 

BENI: 
Wait a minute. If you don't control these transmissions...who does? 

SOUND:  HOLOGRAM ZAP; VIDEO ENDS; BUZZ - CONTINUES UNDER. 

HORACIO: 
Atabey. 
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ATABEY: 
I told you not to call me that.  

ALEXA: 
Ahh! The windshield's alive! 

BENI: 
The hologram's alive! 

ATABEY: 
Depends on what you mean by alive. Humans get so hung up on the physical. 

HORACIO: 
There's no need to judge all of humanity, Atabey. 

ATABEY: 
That's not my name. I don't require a name. I simply am. 

ALEXA: 
You simply are...what? 

ATABEY: 
I am. I exist outside of the physical realm.  

BENI: 
Wait a minute. You control the hologram we see in the windshield? 

ATABEY: 
Affirmative.   

HORACIO: 
Atabey's picked up my military speak. We spend a lot of time together.  

ATABEY: 
Humans are so obsessed with time. Time is immeasurable here. 

HORACIO: 
It's just a saying, Atabey. 

ALEXA: 
Why do you call the hologram Atabey, if that's not its name? 

HORACIO: 
It knows everything about the history of Puerto Rico In Taino lore, Atabey is the all-knowing 
earth mother. 

ATABEY: 
It's his way of calling me a know-it-all. 

ALEXA/BENI: 
You should call it Beni. / You should call it Alexa. 
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SCENE 2 - 2017. NEWARK. THE VENTURA HOME. THE KITCHEN. 

MUSIC: TRANSITION - "HOME (RESOLVED)" 
SOUND: CELL PHONE RING. 

CLARA: 
Hi. 

RAMIRO: 
Hey. The kids in the room with you? 

CLARA: 
No. Beni's working on his project. And Alexa...I think she's in her room reading a comic 
book. 

RAMIRO: 
Alexa? Our daughter? Reading a comic book? 

CLARA: 
It's been a strange couple of days. 

RAMIRO: 
How are you doing? For real? 

CLARA: 
I can't stop thinking about...not just my parents. I'm thinking about everyone there. Even the 
animals. I'm thinking about the feral cats en el Paseo del Morro, and you know I'm not an 
animal person like that, pero...Rami - the houses, the trees, the streets. I can't hold it all in my 
head. 

RAMIRO: 
I looked into flights to San Juan. 

CLARA: 
Oh? 

RAMIRO: 
The entire airport is shut down. The main tower is out of commission. No word on when 
commercial flights will resume. I'm sorry, Clarita. 

CLARA: 
I knew it was a long shot. Thanks for finding out. 

SOUND: CALL WAITING. 

RAMIRO: 
Maybe your parents? 

CLARA: 
Let me check...oh, Datu from the comic book store. I'll let him leave a message. Probably 
something is ready for Beni to pick up. 
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RAMIRO: 
Or...Alexa? 

CLARA: 
Who knows these days? I think the two of them are plotting something. 

RAMIRO: 
Maybe they're arranging a surprise date night for us. 

CARLA: 
Bueno. I'm not gonna hold my breath. 

RAMIRO/CARLA: 
(they laugh) 

CARLA: 
See you soon. 

RAMIRO: 
Can't wait, Clarita. 
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SCENE 3 - THE TIMESTORM. A HELICOPTER CABIN. 

MUSIC: "TIMESTORM TRANSITION" WITH HELICOPTER FLY-BY. 
SOUND:  HELICOPTER CABIN INTERIOR - CONTINUE UNDER. 
SOUND:  HOLOGRAM BUZZ -  CONTINUE UNDER. 

BENI: 
Hey, do we get an inter-dimensional travel guidebook? Time travel boot camp? 

ALEXA: 
Yeah. I mean, we're not multi-lingual. We don't know the traditions and polite manners of 
every country on earth. For every time period. And, um, hello? Clothes? 

HORACIO: 
The timestorm will help.  

SOUND: A ZAP; WHOOSH OF A QUICK COSTUME CHANGE. 

BENI: 
Whoa! 

ALEXA: 
That shirt was a Christmas gift.  

HORACIO: 
Your clothes are safe in storage. 

SOUND: A RUMPLE OF CLOTHING.  

ALEXA: 
I never wear skirts. Definitely not this long. 

ATABEY: 
Here. Take a look at yourselves. 

SOUND: HOLOGRAM ZAP. 

BENI: 
A mirror. Nice. 

ALEXA: 
The timestorm knows how to braid hair. Impressive. 

BENI: 
White shirt, white pants. Guess it's a look. 

HORACIO: 
Bueno, you'll be grateful for the light colors in that sun. 

ALEXA: 
This old-timey bag is pretty cool. 
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ATABEY: 
The clothing the timestorm provides for you holds the knowledge you'll need for your 
journey. The language and customs of the time and place you visit. 

BENI: 
Our outfits let us understand and speak any language?  

HORACIO: 
Pretty neat, eh? From my perspective, we've been speaking to each other in Spanglish. 
Mostly in Spanish with some English. 

ALEXA: 
I hear Spanglish too. Only mine's mostly English. 

BENI: 
Yeah. Spanish words pop up here and there. Like at home. 

ATABEY: 
The timestorm automatically translates any language you don't know to what you're used to 
hearing and speaking. 

BENI: 
Wait a minute. Horacio, Who came up with that idea? 

HORACIO: 
Who, indeed, Beni. 

ALEXA: 
So we'll understand all languages and know the etiquette of everywhere...and everywhen. 

ATABEY: 
Affirmative. The clothes and the barometer are of this realm and will help you with the 
mission: Witness. Find. Remember. 
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SCENE 4 - 2017. DIGITAL SPACE. 

(Clara's voice mail.) 

VOICE: 
Please leave your message. 

SOUND: CELL PHONE BEEP. 

DATU: 
Hello, Mrs. Ventura. Datu Ancheta here. Just wanted to let Beni and Alexa know I've got that 
sketch ready for pick up. Hope everything's okay with your family down in P. R. Still waiting 
to hear from some cousins. You have a good night, now. 

 

(Beni's voice mail.) 

SOUND: CELL PHONE BEEP. 

JANELLY: 
Hey, Beni. So...I think we said we'd try to finish level nine tonight? But when we talked, you 
were kind of spacing out. Maybe you're doing your project, and you meant tomorrow night? 
Either way, it should be easier to beat it now because I just got the Redwood Atlatl! Weren't 
expecting that, huh? Of course, I lost way too much life force while retrieving it. Could've 
really used your Spectagon. Probably shouldn't have tried this level on my own. But I had 
some reserve elixir to bring my power back up. I know, I know, we want to save that for 
when we get to that underwater part, but I think we'll be fine. I guess, call me...or I'll try you 
later. Unless...I mean, if you're, like, starting to hate this game, just tell me. We can totally 
switch to something else, you know? See ya.  

 

(Sonia's home.) 

SOUND: SIRI TURNING ON. 

SONIA: 
(dictating a text) 

Hi Lex, Wanted to let you know that the showcase is at seven, Friday night. Brick City Cafe. 
Hope you can still make it. Let Beni know in case he wants to come. Singing the new song I 
wrote. Rewrote the last verse. I think it's good enough. Maybe I should rewrite it again. Super 
nervous. Hey, I'll send you a recording of the song. If you have time, let me know what you 
think? See ya. - Sonia. Peace sign emoji. Send. 

SOUND: SWOOSH OF MAIL BEING SENT. 
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SCENE 5 - THE TIMESTORM. A HELICOPTER CABIN. 

MUSIC: "TIMESTORM TRANSITION" WITH HELICOPTER FLY-BY. 
SOUND:  HELICOPTER CABIN INTERIOR - CONTINUE UNDER. 
SOUND:  HOLOGRAM BUZZ - CONTINUE UNDER. 

ALEXA: 
And how exactly do we accomplish this mission? 

ATABEY: 
Through a series of assignments. 

BENI: 
Ugh, assignments? Can't we call them something else? 

HORACIO: 
¿Las búsquedas? 

ALEXA: 
See? I heard that in Spanish. 

BENI: 
Me too. 

HORACIO: 
Quests. 

ALEXA/BENI: 
English. 

ATABEY: 
Stay on task, humans. 

HORACIO: 
Your quests will be to witness certain moments and retrieve artifacts that will help preserve 
what you've seen. 

BENI: 
History. 

ALEXA: 
Okay. I'm all about history.  

BENI: 
And we know that's what the mission's all about, but -- 

ALEXA: 
What if the mission could focus on Puerto Rico's emergency situation? 

ATABEY: 
Which emergency? There have been many. 
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ALEXA: 
Hurricane Maria. 

ATABEY: 
You think you can control the weather? 

HORACIO: 
They're new to inter-dimensional travel. They don't know the rules. 

ATABEY: 
Your quests are designed so that you won't alter the course of history. 

BENI: 
But aren't we supposed to take stuff from that time? 

ATABEY: 
Retrieving the chosen artifacts only causes a tiny energy wave in spacetime. 

BENI: 
Energy wave? 

HORACIO: 
Una onda. It doesn't alter the timeline, just makes it flutter a bit. 

ATABEY: 
If your actions changed anything beyond that, an alternate history would spin off from that 
point. But your original dimension would remain as is. 

BENI: 
No matter what, Hurricane Maria happens. 

ALEXA: 
Okay. So we can't stop the storm, but how about warning everyone and making sure 
everyone's ready?  

BENI: 
Yeah. And not just in Puerto Rico, but everywhere that was hit. 

ATABEY: 
Even when people are warned, sometimes they can't prepare as they should. And even if they 
could, then -- 

HORACIO: 
What about other hurricanes? Fires, floods, earthquakes, volcanoes. 

ALEXA: 
We get it. We can't warn everyone.  

BENI: 
So much for saving history. 
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HORACIO: 
About the word 'save' -- 

ATABEY: 
Humans always want to be the hero. The guts, the glory. Slay the dragon, save the day. The 
mission isn't about being the saviors of a culture. 

BENI: 
We never said it was. 

HORACIO: 
It's about preserving and raising up what's already there. Significant moments. Overlooked, 
lost, forgotten. Puerto Rico's past is rich with them. 

ATABEY: 
You still can make a difference, but in order to do that you'll need to redefine what it means 
to save history. 

BENI: 
Witness. Find. Remember. 

ALEXA: 
But only with a minor fluttering wave.  

HORACIO: 
Una onda. 

ATABEY: 
Beni, that barometer you hold is sensitive to these spacetime energy waves. When a portal 
opens -- 

BENI: 
It glows purple. 

ALEXA: 
Right. The word 'tempus' appears in between 'stormy' and 'very dry.' 

HORACIO: 
It also glows blue if you're on the right track for your quest. If you're on the wrong track, it'll 
glow gray. 

ALEXA: 
Can we have an inter-dimensional video chat or send voicemail through the time portal? 

HORACIO: 
Not quite. But remember that the barometer and these clothes carry the knowledge you'll 
need. Let's sync them now. 

SOUND: HOLOGRAM ZAP AS IT SYNCS WITH THE BAROMETER: 
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ATABEY: 
(highly digitized) 

Mil / San Juan / ochocientos / Rafael / trenta y ocho / native-born / Puerto Rico / Puerto 
Ricans / Cordero / eighteen thirty-eight / hermanos /  Educators / African descent / Celestina 
Cordero / Escuela publica / niños / descidenties Africanos / siblings / educadores / niñas / San 
Juan / Celestina / colonia de España / started public schools / Celestina / Rafael / Borinqueños 
/ Celestina.  

SOUND: ECHO FX ON "CELESTINA." 

HORACIO: 
All synced up. 

ATABEY: 
And ready to go. 
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SCENE 6 - 2017. NEWARK. THE VENTURA HOME. THE KITCHEN. 

SOUND:  THREE BEEPS. 
SOUND: ZELLO APP. 

ZELLO APP USER 1: 
(via phone) 

¿Alguien sabe de Alma Martinez de la calle siete en barrio Borinquen? 

SOUND: ZELLO APP. 

ZELLO APP USER 2: 
(via phone) 

Ete....el barrio Borinquen no tiene luz. Nadie tiene luz. 

CLARA: 
(sigh) 

SOUND: DIALING; BUSY SIGNAL. 

CLARA: 
(sigh) 

SOUND: DIALING; PHONE PICKS UP. 
SOUND: LIBRARY GUESTS ARE HEARD IN THE BACKGROUND. 

BETINA: 
(through phone) 

Newark Public Library North End Branch. This is Betina. 

CLARA: 
Betina? I was expecting to leave a voicemail on your extension. What are you still doing at 
the library? 

BETINA: 
(through phone) 

People are still congregating here. Some brought donations. Others want to know if we've got 
any news. 

CLARA: 
Of course. Well, my message was going to be about calling a staff meeting. We need to plan 
how we're going to deal with the community response to the hurricane. 

BETINA: 
(through phone) 

This is like nothing I've ever seen. 

CLARA: 
Truth. 
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BETINA: 
(through phone) 

Any word from your parents? 

CLARA: 
I think it's going to be a while. 

BETINA: 
(through phone) 

That's what everyone keeps saying. 
(to the library guests) 

Hold on a sec.  Please, leave the computer on the live stream with that David guy. Thanks! 
(to CLARA) 

Sorry. Trying to stay on top of these updates. 

CLARA: 
You must be exhausted. Haven't you been there since we opened today? 

BETINA: 
(through phone) 

I'm fine. People need a place to come together. 

CLARA: 
Need me to come relieve you? 

BETINA: 
(through phone) 

You have enough on your plate. See you in the morning. I'll open the conference room first 
thing. Try to get some sleep tonight? 

CLARA: 
Thanks, Betina. 
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SCENE 7 - INSIDE THE TIMESTORM. HELICOPTER CABIN. 

MUSIC: "TIMESTORM TRANSITION" WITH HELICOPTER FLY-BY. 
SOUND:  HELICOPTER CABIN INTERIOR - CONTINUE UNDER. 

BENI: 
Like right now? 

ALEXA: 
What if we get hurt? Or lost?  

BENI: 
Or make a mistake? 

ATABEY: 
You have the barometer and clothing to guide you. 

HORACIO: 
Atabey wouldn't send you unless you were ready. 

SOUND: BAROMETER PURPLE - CONTINUE UNDER. 

ATABEY: 
Your mission: Retrieve a plea for equality from San Juan, Puerto Rico in eighteen thirty-
eight. 

SOUND: ECHO FX ON "EIGHTEEN THIRTY-EIGHT." 
SOUND: ALL SOUNDS - CUT. 

TRANSITION INTO: 

MUSIC: THEME SONG "IN THE TIMESTORM" (INSTRUMENTAL) - UNDER. 

CREDITS: 
Timestorm is produced by Cocotazo Media. Created and written by Dania Ramos. Audio 
engineering, design, and original music by Michael Aquino. For episode credits, visit 
CocotazoMedia.com/timestorm. If you enjoy the show, please spread the word and tell a 
friend about it. Thanks for listening.  

MUSIC: THEME SONG "IN THE TIMESTORM" (INSTRUMENTAL) ENDS. 

END OF TIMESTORM - EPISODE 3: "ATABEY" 

 


